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Senate approves sale of AWACS to Saudis
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate approved President
Ronald Reagan's record $8.5
billion AWACS sale to Saudi
Arabia yesterday, crowning an intensive lobbying effort that
reversed long odds and delivered
a stunning victory in this first major foreign policy test.
The Senate rejected 52 to 48 a
veto resolution that would have
scrapped the sale of the
sophisticated radar planes and F15 jef ighter weaponry to the Arab
kingdon. The president needed 50
votes, since a tie would have gone
to him.
The House had voted 301-111
against the package two weeks
ago, and, as late as Tuesday,

Senate opponents remained confident they had more than enough
support to do the same.
But Reagan's personal powers
of persuasion produced a nailbiter than turned his way at the 5
p.m. EST showdown.
EARLIER, the president told
the Senate in a letter that the sale
is invaluable to U.S. security interests "by improving both our
strategic posture and the prospects for peace in the Middle
East."
But opponents called it a threat
to Isreal, fuel for a Middle East
arms race and a risk of losing
secret AWACS and missle
technology to the Soviets or

radical Arab nations if the Saudi
government is overthrown.
"It's just about a perfect photo
finish," said Sen. Charles Percy
i K-Ill.), Reagan's floor leader on
the issue, as the climactic vote approached.
Reagan called it a test of his
command of American foreign
policy. Opponents saw it as a
threat to the security of Isreal and
to the sanctity of America's most
advanced military technology.
THE PACKAGE involved not
only sale of five Airborne Warning
and Control Systems radar planes
to Saudi Arabia, but also 1,177
Sidewinder missiles, 101 fuel pods
and six flying tankers to stretch

the range and firepower of F-15
jets already in possession of the
Arab kingdon.
The president devoted the day
to buttonholing senators, two
summoned for private persuasion
in the intimacy of the small study
in the White House. His lobbying
campaign on the first major
foreign policy debate of his
Eresidency rivaled the intensity of
is successful effort to cut government spending and taxes.
THE PRESIDENT pledged that
U.S. personnel will be able to
monitor both air and ground
security arrangements to protect
secrecy for the high-technology
planes. And he said Saudi coopertion in Mideast peace progress

will be a condition of the sale.
And so, after nearly a month of
debate, two opponents switched to
Reagan and two others said they
were reconsidering their opposition. All three are Republicans.
SLADE
GORTON
of
Washington and William Cohen of
Maine switched in favor of the
sale. Aides said Mark Andrews of
North Dakota was thinking of doing the same.
Hours before the vote, Reagan
declared in a letter to the Senate
that the sale of AWACS radar
planes and the jet fighters are no
threat to Isreal and that
Americans will be involved in the
Saudi operations "well into the
1990s."

Four of the 24 AWACS aircraft
within the U.S. inventory already
are operating with American
crews in Saudi Arabia to guard
against possible air attack by Iran
or other hostile powers. Under
provisions of the proposed sale,
the Saudis would receive five
AWACS in 1985, but they would be
models without advanced
features such as jam-resistant
communications devices.
Reagan, seeking to allay fears
that a Saudi Arabia armed with
AWACS will tip the balance in the
Middle East against Isreal, wrote
in his letter that conditions had
dieted that it is difficult for him to
conduct foreign policy with a
defeat of this nature."

Traveling photographer
poses Midwest seniors
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

The photographer greeted
another timid, well-dressed
senior into the room to have her
senior picture taken.
He seated her in front of the
camera and molded her into an
attractive pose.
He then stepped back to the
camera to take the shot.
"YOU LOOK just like my
next wife, there," he said with a
smile.
The photographer's name is
John Murray, a field supervisor
for Delma Studios of New York,
taking senior pictures for the
Key, and he appeared to be enjoying himself as he jokingly
forced a smile on the subject in
front of the camera.
"The best thing about this job
is all the lovely ladies you get to
meet," he said.
"You get a chance to be
creative and try to make people
happy at the same time," he
added.

stiff photo by AlFucns
John Murray, a photographer with Delma Studios, gives directions to a senior
before taking his portrait. Murray is photographing seniors for the KEY.

MURRAY, who was a
photographer for two years
before he became field supervisor for Delma Studios, said he
photographs 60 students on the
average a day.
He said one time he was
working at a college and "it
was colder than heck, and I
caught laryngitis, and here I
am shooting."
"It was the last two days of

the assignment," he said. "Can
you imagine going through all
this," he said, as he coached
another senior into a becoming
pose.
In his two years as a
photographer for Delma
Studios, Murray, 25, has traveled to college campuses all over
the country, and in high schools
in the New York metropolitan
area.

HE SAID he was working
mostly in colleges in the
Midwest, such as Michigan
State University, Notre Dame,
and DePaul, before going to
New York two years ago for his
present position.
It's kind of lonely being out on
the road, he said, because in
college towns everybody knows
each other and it is easy to feel
like an outsider.
But. he referred to this as the
first round, and he said returning to these towns was easier
because he already knew people.
"I know people all over the
world" he said, adding that he
has photographed foreign exchange students from Africa,
Germany, Russia and Austria
at various colleges and high
schools.
MURRAY, whose job as field
director includes training
photographers and public relations, said his initial interest in
photography came from his
continued on page 3

Pros, cons of Issue 1 debated
by Holly Terry
News reporter

•tiff photo by D.I. Omori
Penny McCabe, Toledo Worker's Compensation attorney, argues the points
against Issue 1 as Thomas Hardy, executive vice-president of Ohio Independent
Insurance Agents Association, and the questioning panel look on.

Inside
Weather

Partly cloudy. High In
the low 60s, low In the
mid 40s. Chance of
precipitation near zero.

The case of state government
vs. free enterprise was the main
focus of discussion at last night's
State Issue 1 debate.
Thomas Hardy, executive vice
president of the Ohio Independent
Insurance Agents Association,
and Penny McCabe, Toledo
Workers' Compensation attorney,
spoke at the debate, which was
sponsored by the Gamma Iota
Sigma organization and the
Department of Finance and Insurance.
State Issue 1, to be voted upon
Tuesday, will allow private insurance companies to offer
workers' compensation to Ohio
employers if passed.
Under the present system,
employers are automatically
covered by the state fund, which
accumulates and disperses about
$3.1 billion annually to injured
workers.

Women
vs.

Spikers

page 5

page 6

rape

stop
streak

HARDY ATTACKED what he
called Ohio's "monopolistic
system" and promoted private insurance companies' inclusion.
"A 'yes' vote on Issue 1 will provide better service and lower
costs as a result of competition,"
he said. "Competition, historically, has driven costs down."
Concerning this competition
between the state's offered
workers' compensation plan and
those of the possible private insurers, McCabe responded
negatively.
•COMPETITION is a
smokescreen," she said.
"They're spending $5 million
coming into this state to re-write
our constitution, and they think
they can make a profit."
In rebuttal, Hardy acknowledged that the private insurance companies could make a profit, but
that the system as a whole also
would benefit.
"The profit motive is not

wrong." he said. "The motive of
the insurance company is to subsidize the prime rates and invest
at a higher interest. We'll pay
taxes, profit, and return the
money to the stock holders."
HARDY ALSO EMPHASIZED
that the competitive system could
help out small businesses by
allowing them to choose their own
insurers.
Pointing out that the Ohio Small
Business Association came out in
opposition to the issue yesterday,
McCabe said the present system
was the one condoned by most
Ohioans affected.
"This system has worked for 68
years," she said. "It is backed by
labor and business, and these are
the people who know. Everyone
with a stake in it has come out
against it."
McCabe further denounced the
free enterprise system, saying
that it would result in "skimming" by the private insurance
continued on page 3
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TV violence begets violence
There is growing concern lately
about the amount of violence be^
ing shown on television. Of special
concern are the violent evening
serials, aired during "prime
time," when many children may
be watching.
A few years ago the series
"Barreta" was highly criticized
because of its "excessive
violence." In more recent years
the same criticism has been leveled at shows such as "Vegas,"
"Hart to Hart," "Charlie's
Angels," and "Starsky & Hutch."
Now, while I agree that these
shows sometimes carry violence
to extremes, I feel that the public
is overlooking some other problems of violence on television.
On a recent Saturday morning,
I spent some time watching cartoons on one of the major networks. These cartoons are produced exclusively for the enjoyment of the very young viewers.
The format of these cartoons has
changed drastically since I was
young. Cartoons have always
been violent, but now it seems to
be getting out of hand. The most
popular theme for these new
shows is outer space battles. In an
hour and a half of watching these
"childrens shows," I saw three attempts to destroy the world, eight
characters "zapped" into the
fourth dimension by ray guns and
one poor soul was clawed to death
by a giant Pterodactyl. That's
pretty violent!
Now I'm confident that most
children don't take cartoons very
seriously, so therefore, this is only
a minor concern, and rightfully
so.

Focus
by Kent Carson
University Student

Now I come to what I feel is the
real culprit of violence on television... network news. From the
start, I would like to make it clear
that I am not putting all the blame
on the backs of the media. Being a
broadcast journalism major, I
realize that they have an obligation to the public. They must
report what the public wants to
hear. What I am saying is that
this "obligation" sometimes gets
out of hand. The obvious reason
for this is the cut-throat competition between the three major networks.
The best illustration of this
point is to take a look at the day
the assassination attempt was
made on President Reagan.
Within an hour after the shooting,
all three networks had reporters
and camera crews at John
Hinkley's house. They interviewed his mother, former principal,
and former friends. In less than
an hour, they had found out
everything that could possibly be
known about the man.
The bottom line is that they
made John Hinkley into a hero.
And that's where the trouble
begins.
I believe that every human has
the potential to kill another
human, if he is given the proper

stimulus. A good example of this
is war. For some "unstable" peoSile, very little stimulus is needed
or them to commit a violent act.
These are the people who can actually be influenced by violence
on television.
After the assassination attempt
on the President, it was
discovered that the reason
Hinkley shot the President was to
get attention, which is exactly
what the networks gave him. The
networks are opening the doors to
every "sicko" who is able to buy a
gun. For a mere twenty dollars
any one can live in infamy.
There is an old saying:
"Violence begets violence." That
phrase certainly applies to network news. If the press keeps
makingheroesout of our national
villains, I shudder to think where
we will be ten years from now.
Similar examples can be seen
elsewhere, for example, the
assasination of John Lennon.
Even on the international scene
network news gives terrorists,
and tyrants, just what they want:
publicity.
We as Americans are very
"bloodthirsty" when it comes to
what we want to see on television.
Because of this, networks (to be
competitive), must show the
violence, but I think they could be
more selective about the way they
portray the people who commit
these acts of violence.
Before we start banning certain
television shows from the air
because they are too violent, I
think we should stop to ponder
where the real problem lies.

A course by any other name
Registration for winter quarter
classes has arrived and it's time
to decide what classes to take for
the sixth time in my college
career.
I'm going to be careful this
time.
Yep, I'm going to play it safe
because I won't choose my
courses by reading that handy
dandy course description book.
You know, the one that is supposed to accurately summarize in 25
words or less what the course is
all about so you know what you
might be getting yourself into?
How many times have you
walked into the first day of a new
class to hear the instructor ask,
"O.k. Who can tell me what you
think this course is all about? "
Being the intelligent, aggressive student that I am, I raise
my hand and rattle off the exact
word-for-word course description
from the handbook.
"Gee," the prof sneers, "I'm

Focus
by Marie Cisterino
News Staff Reporter

afraid that course description is
not right."
"You see, I know that course
description says we're supposed
to study the cultures of Africa, but
what we're really going to do is 10
weeks of research on the transition from slavery to citizen of
black Americans."
What was supposed to be basket
weaving is really a study on all
the societies in the world that
make baskets.
Frustrated like me? Well, I'm
here to help. I have developed a
system to help you get the courses
you want to take without the hassle and headaches*It's easy. You

KELLY

College is too expensive. What
use is there in spending hardearned money on classes you
don't want?
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learn to read between the lines.
Never take that course description for granted. • If it says one
thing, it might mean the opposite.
I guess it is an instructor or
departments' prerogative to
change formats around to improve or add variety to the class
menu each quarter.
But it is unfair to lead students
to believe they're getting one
course and really end up in
something entirely different.
Do what I do. Instead of comElaining to the instructor at the
eginning, middle or end of the
course, take the time now, before
filling out your schedule, to call
that instructor and find out exactly what the class is all about and
the requirements involved in taking it.
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Respond
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in Dad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.

CIA order bugging Americans
I have good news touay. The
CIA is going to come back in all
our lives. If President Reagan's
executive order goes through, the
agency can once again spy on
by Art Buchwald
Americans in this country.
There are a few people in Syndicated Columnist
America who are nervous about
giving the Central Intelligence
Agency this kind of power, so I beyond reproach.
Q - How do we know this?
will put their fears to rest by
A - Because most of them are
answering some of the questions
being raised by the new ground lawyers.
Q - Doesn't the CIA have enough
rules.
Q - If you allow the CIA to to do gathering intelligence
operate in this country don't you abroad without bugging
Americans?
violate our civil liberties?
A - You would think so, but most
A - No, the CIA protects them.
The more it knows what intelligence organizations know if
Americans are up to, the safer we they can operate in their own
country they can justify a much
will all be from the Commies.
Q - Will the CIA agents be able larger budget.
Q - Will the CIA be able to break
to read our mail and tap our
•into your home under the new
telephones?
A - Within reason. But they are guidelines?
A - Not legally. But no one is goonly going to read the mail and
tap the phones of those people who ing to make a big deal of it if an
deserve it. The rest of us have agency does so without getting an
official okay.
nothing to fear.
Q - What's the worst that could
Q - The CIA was used as a
political instrument by the Nixon happen to a CIA person who
people. What's to prevent them oversteps his authority?
A - He would be asked to resign,
being used again to "get" the adand then get a job working for Colministration's opponents?
A - The difference is that the onel Kadafi.
Q - I thought the FBI was in
men under Nixon lost their moral
compass. But the people who charge of catching spies in the
work for Ronald Reagan are United States. Why is the CIA get-

Focus

ting into the act?
A - Because there are a lot of
bag jobs FBI agents are no longer
permitted to do. Since the CIA is
not interested in prosecuting
anyone, they can justify almost
anything in the name of national
security.
Q - What's to prevent the CIA
from working with the Mafia or
hiring Cuban gangsters to do their
dirty work for them?
A - Nothing really. When you're
doing a covert job, you want the
best people you can get.
Q - Isn't there a chance that the
CIA will start off their domestic
spying with the best of intentions,
but as they get more and more
power they could turn the country
into a police state?
A - It couldn't happen. The CIA
is moitored by a Senate Watchdog
Committee, and nobody in the CIA
could ever lie to a United States
senator.
Q - Will the press be allowed to
report on what the CIA is up to in
this country?
A - Not if Congress passes its
new American Official Secrets
Act. You can't have a first-class
domestic intelligence operation if
the media are going to write about
it.

Letterspeople have right
to gun ownership
I think the founding fathers of
our country were wise when they
decided to include the 'right to
bear arms' in the Bill of Rights.
They saw that it was necessary to
have this right so that people
could have the freedoms and the
Sprotections this country was
ounded on. I have never used my
guns for protection, and do not
really intend to, but I do respect
the rights of people who choose to
do so.
If the government does decide
to outlaw guns, what would they
do? Should they suggest that all
the criminals come forth and give
them all their guns?
If this didn't work maybe they
could search every person, every
house, every building and every
car in the U.S. and find all the
guns. It would be utterly
ridiculous for the government to
try to do this.

After all the guns are gone,
what will we do with all the people
who are associated with the gun
industry? There are game
wardens, people who work in
association with the sport of hunting, workers who make the guns,
workers who make ammunition,
just to name a few. Maybe they
should all play racquetball for a
living (although it would be tough
to compete with all the hundreds
of hunters Judy Braun suggests
take up this sport!). All this, not to
mention the income the state
government would lose from sales
of hunting licenses at about $10
each and the overpopulation of
wildlife that would result.
The assumption of outlawing
guns to prevent suicides is also
quite a profound thought. Should
we also outlaw rope, razor blades,
prescription drugs, high
buildings, natural gas, bridges,
and carbon monoxide?
I think the subject of gun control
is one the federal government
should stay away from. It's up to
all of us. We either let the world go
on the way it is, or we make it

worse. Just remember the statement, "If guns are outlawed, only
outlaws will have guns."
Shannon Markey
338 Bromfleld

Letter not forcing
personal values
This is in response to Mr.
Kovack's letter of October 22,
1981. Mike, I appreciate you
response to my letter, but it seems
to me that you have very little
understanding of the point I put
across. My main objective was to
suggest an alternate solution to
abortion in the classified ads - I
was not attempting to discontinue
the abortion ad.
Secondly, if you would have
read the article a little better, you
would realize that I was not "forcing my personal values on
anyone," but instead just stating
my opinion. People tend to get
burnt when they misinterpret
something also!
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Debate

DEAN BAILLIS, will represent the Claude W. Pettit College of Law of Ohio Northern
University from 1 to 4 p.m. in
the second floor lounge, Union.

Hall. He is a professor of
English at the University of
California at Santa Cruz and is
one of the founders of
Associated Writing Programs.

JAMES HALL, novelist,
short story writer and poet, will
read from his work and discuss
creative writing at 1 p.m.
tomorrow in 200 University

BEVERLY WHIPPLE will
be talking about new development in female sexuality at
2:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 30 at 115
Education Building.

Parking altered

student has a special need to
use these restricted lots a permit may be issued by Parking
and Traffic.

Newsbriefs-

Beginning at 5 p.m. tomorrow through 5 p.m. Sunday, all
student vehicles are to be parked in their respective assigned
lots, due to Parents' Weekend
and Preview Day.
Student vehicles are not to be
parked in metered spaces or
faculty, staff lots. This will
allow ample parking for all
parents this weekend and for
the 1,500 visitors anticipated for
Preview Day.
Student vehicles violating
this temporary parking regulation are subject to a ticket. If a

Correction

A mistake was made in the
Oct. 28 issue of the News on
page 1. The headlines for the
articles on the two upcoming
state issues were reversed.
State Issue 1 deals with insurance firms battling for
workers' compensation and
State Issue 2 deals with the
redistricting plans not allowing
gerrymandering. The News
apologizes for the inconvience.
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companies. ("Skimming" is the and leaving the high-risk ones to "It's inflationary and it costs you
term given when insurers are the responsibility of the state.)
and me more."
selecting only average- and lowMcCabe repeated that the pre"THE STATE FUND will then
risk employers as their customers become a residual pool," she said. sent system is not one designed

Murray

for a profit, as are the private insurance companies', and that it is
more concerned with high
benefits and low costs.

from page 1.

father, who he said showed
many home movies while he
was growing up.
While in high school, he met
Booker T. Russel, a man he
described as the best
Khotographer in Chicago, while
e was shooting pictures for his
senior yearbook.
He told Russel he wanted to
learn photography and ended
up working with him at Russel
Studios learning photography.
He attended Southern Illinois
University, and graduated with
a degree in cinema and
photography and specialized in
film production.
HE THEN went to the Barbizon School of Modeling and
worked as a model. He said the
purpose of doing this was to

learn what to expect of models
he photographed.
' I end up having to coach
them (models)," he said.
"Otherwise my shots look
lousy."
He said in college he concentrated mostly on film production and was hoping to get involved in motion pictures and
movies for television. But he
said he found this hard to get into after college.
"PHOTOGRAPHY is a hard
field to break into," he said.
"Once you get there it's not so
bad."
He said starting a
photography careers is just like
starting a career in other
businesses.

"It's not what you know, it's
who you know," he said.
He added that knowledge is
important for an established
photographer, and sometimes
he is surprised at what he
knows.
He used as an example a
seminar on photojournalism he
gave at Notre Dame. He said he
had no previous photojournalism training, but he said
after the seminar, students told
him he should become an instructor.
ALTHOUGH HE always
looks like he is having fun, Murray is serious about his job.
"Everybody seems to think
that being a photographer's an
easy job, but I think if you come
home from work and you're not

tired, then you didn't put out
that day, "he said.
"One of the key things is in
every sitting to make the individual feel at ease and to
make them feel beautiful," he
said.
Another student came in and
he seated her and proceeded to
take her pictures they engaged
in small talk.
"What I would like one day is
to have a nice ranch, a couple of
horses, a big two acre pond,"
he said to the subject, "and just
So around taking pictures of
if ferent scenes."
But then he stopped day
dreaming and got back to his
coaching technique.
"Give me that dazzle smile
for those boyfriends this time,"
he said. "Kitchy-Kitchy-Koo."

Re-elect

CHARLES BARRELL
Democrat
Council-at-Large

Retired Professor
of Political Science
BGSU. Taught city
government for over
30 years. Practiced
it on Council for
16 years.

A VOTE FOR THE
STUDENT
CONSTITUTION IS A
VOTE FOR YOUR
RIGHTS!

Utilize his expertise and experience

"Working harder than
ever for you"

Siena Heights College
Adrian Michigan
presents

if The Look

SUPPORT YOURSELF
VOTE NOVEMBER 4-5

Sat. Nov. 7,1981 8 pm
Siena Activities Center
$8.50 reserved $7.50 general
Tickets availalbe at door and at
Boogie Records and Head Sheds in Toledo

Barrell for Council Committee,
David C. E Isass and Bertha Younkin,
Co-chalrs, 722 N.Grove, Bowling Green,Ohio
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£ Dixie Electric Co.
lac.
An Entertainment Utility

AC/DC
Little Kings Party
Friday, October 30
Ever since the first Little Kings
party which featured AC/DC,
we have had numerous requests
for another AC/DC night.
So this Friday, we will be bringing
back by popular demand...
AC/DC, and the taste that's too
good to be beer — Little Kings.
As always on Little Kings party
nights, we will be having a great
Little Kings special:
T

Date:

L

HISWEEK

io:30a.m.-4:oop.m.

Deposit Required. MasterCard or VJsa accepted.

Place:

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday • Friday: 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday: 9:00-5:00
C198} ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc.

2

$1.00 and $3.50 an 8 pack.
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Spend an evening with...

Thurs. Nov 5
8:00 PM

Bowling Green City Council Members
Potrick Ng. Potricta McGinnis. Joyce Kepke. Bruce Bellard Charles Barrell and Joseph Corral

Doors Open at 7:00 pm Grand Ballroom Union
$4.50

1981 Bowling Green Democratic

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE
-•■The Source
•Finders

PLATFORM PREAMBLE
AH across the United States, many cities
are in crisis. Municipal budgets are being
drastically cut. Public employees are being
laid off. Municipal services are being curtailed. Municipal bond ratings are dropping nationally.
In Bowling Green, this is not the case. The
City of Bowling Green continues to operate efficiently within its means. Municipal services
have been maintained or improved without an
increase in taxes to local residents. The
economic climate of the city remains healthy.
A sense of community and spirit of cooperation has been preserved. The overall quality
of life in our town continues to improve. In a
recent survey, over 80% of Bowling Green

residents expressed "satisfaction with city
government."
Like any other community, Bowling Green
is not without problems, but these issues,
when they arise, are being dealt with in a
systematic, sensible and fiscally responsible
manner.
Our good state of affairs exists in no small
part because the Democratic members of
Council have given unselfishly of their time
and service. Along with Mayor Perkins and
Council President Bruce Bellard, Council
Members Charles Barrel, Joyce Kepke,
Joseph Corral, Patrick Ng and Patricia
McGinnis have proven that "They Have
Earned Our Trust" and our continued support.

Re-Elect These Democratic Officeholders

X

Charles Barrell
At-Large Council

X

Joseph Corral

X

Patrick Ng

First Ward Council

Second Ward Council

X

Joyce Kepke

X

Bruce Bellard

X

Patricia McGinnis

At-Large Council

Third Ward Council

Fourth Ward Council

They Have Earned Our Trust!
fowling CTMCI Damocratlc Commiiiw Su« KInoV and Richard N*wlov«. co choirv 126 N. Protpact SI., Bowling Croon. Ohio

All seats are General Admission.

MM MK*«M

—UAO Office 9-5
— 3rd Floor Union
No Smoking, Drinking or Beverages Permitted in the Ballroom

SPECIAL NOTICE
The following organizations have failed to update their files by
the deadline of October 19, 1981, as required by the Student Code
and the Office of Student Organizations and New Student Programs.
Advertising Club
African Peoples Association
American Society of Interior Designers
Archery Club
Arnold Air Society
Association of Concerned
Resident Advisors
Bahamiam Travelers
Baptist Student Union
Benjamin Franklin Society
Board of Black Cultural Activities
Campus Democrats
Charls Community
Chess Club
Collegiate DECA
Communication &
Crime Prevention Union
Delta Psi Kappa
Delta Sigma Pi
Demolay Club
Destiny
Fln-n-FalconClub
Footloose Falcons Square Dance Club
Fraternity Management Association
Friends of the Link
Future Food Professionals
Gay Union
Geophysical Society
German Club
Gospel Choir
Graduate Student Senate
Health Care Adminstratlon

Human Rights Alliance
Industrial Ed. Association
International Relations Association
Intervarslty Christian Fellowship
Kappa Mu Epsilon
Kitten Organization
Law Society
Marketing Club
Management Club
Navigators
Pershlng Rifles
Phi Beta Lambda
Pi Kappa Delta
Radio News Organization
Real Life Ministries
Resident Student Association
Sailing Club
Sigma Delta Pi
Society of Motion Picture &
Television Eng.
Students for Life
Student of Fine Arts
Student International Meditation Society
Student National Education Association
Students for Social Awareness
SwahlliClub
Tae KwonDoClub
Tau Beta Sigma
Undergraduate Theatre Alliance
University Bible Fellowship
Youth for Easter Seals
WBGU Radio Organization

The above organizations are currently classified as inactive and
will remain so until their file is completed. As a group on inactive
status the above groups will not receive the privileges of a
registered group and will not be included in the Student Organizations pamphlet. Information on updating files should be directed
to the office of Student Orgainzations and New Student Programs,
405 Student Services Building. Phone: 372-2843.
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Self-defense methods taught
"I enjoy giving the presentation. Hopefully, if women use the
prevention means, they won't
need the actual self-defense," he
said. "In some way, perhaps, I'm
saving someone from an assault
and that pleases me."

by Jeff Diver
News staff reporter
Editor's note: This Is the first of
a
two-part
series
on
sexual
assault. The second part will daal
with the legal Implications of some
types of self-defense.

LOWERY CRITICIZED television for putting women at a
"psychological disadvantage"
when it comes to protecting
themselves.
"Television tends to put a
woman in a bad light. It tends to
show women as basically
defenseless, and that's not true,
he said. "Television tends to put
viewers at a psychological disadvantage because they're taught
and drilled this."
The former Hancock County
deputy sheriff said that one rape
is committed every six minutes,
according to the national average.
"Over half of the rapes committed are committed by people you
know," such as relatives and
neighbors, Lowery said. "According to statistics, over threefourths of the rapes are planned.
"I don't want to make you
afraid of your fellow human beings," he told the predominantly

Women need training in assault
prevention and self-defense so
they won't become a sexual
assault statistic, Allen Lowery
told a University class yesterday.
Lowery, who has had training in
self-defense, investigated many
sexual assaults while an officer
for five years with the Findlay
Police Department. He is now a
volunteer with the police department.
"A lot of women are conditioned
that they can't defend
themselves," Lowery said.
"That's not true. They just have
to know how."
He listed tips for preventing a
sexual assault and demonstrated
self-defense techniques to the
"Assertiveness (Survival Communication)" class. He said he
has given his presentation about
75 times in Wood, Hancock and
Seneca counties since 1975.
w—o>
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female class, "but let's be a little
cautious."
Although some of the selfdefense techniques demonstrated
"can cause an awful lot of
damage" to an attacker, Lowery
said, they are necessary since
some women don't walk away
from a sexual assault.
"You may be fighting for your
life," he emphasized. "You may
end up in a ditch with a rope
around your neck or a knife in
your back.
"And it could happen tonight."
LOWERY SAID a woman
should avoid walking next to
buildings or road curbs because
she could be pulled into a dark
alley or picked up by a vehicle.
He said that if a woman carries
a can of Mace or other type of tear
gas for protection, she should
have it ready to use in a potentially threatening situation.
But a police night stick, made
by tightly rolling up newspapers
or magazines, can be just as effective by using it in a jabbing manner, Lowery said.
He said the solar plexus, eyes,
throat, groin, knees and feet are
effective places to strike if a
woman is threatened.

Allen Lowery, a former police officer, demonstrates selfdefense tactics to Felicia Taylor. About 85 persons attended
the demonstration.

«t«fI photo by Al Fuch*
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STEP INTO A
BYGONE ERA
WITH VINTAGE CLOTHES
D~.

New To You
SUM*
■WHITE VICTORIAN COTTONS
FLAPPER DRESSES
BIAS-CUT 'HARLOW GOWNS
PADDED-SHOULDERS '40'S CLOTHES
HATS. SHOES, PURSES
WEDDING GOWNS t FURS'
COSTUMES t JEWELRY

SCIENCE DISCOVERS HOW TO
MAKE SKIN LOOK, FEEL AND
ACT YOUNGER.
In recent years, researchers have made
giant strides in understanding how skin
functions, and what causes it to age. This
research has led to a startling new discovery which can actually improve the appearance ot the skin and help control the
visible signs ol aging by restoring certain
natural capabilities the skin loses with age.
The condition and appearance ot the
skin depend on a natural process which
scientists call the Cell Turnover Rate. This
simply means that cells are continually
born in the lower layers ot the skin, then
rise to the surface where they are shed. In
this way, exposed surface cells are constantly replaced by new, fresh cells from
below. In young skin, this cycle usually
takes 10-14 days and effectively keeps
skin smooth, moist and youthful looking
Once an individual leaves the teenage
years, this vital cell turnover rate begins to
slow down, taking anywhere from 14-30
days. The dry, exposed surface cells are

no longer replaced by fresh, moist cells at
the same rate as before As a result, skin
becomes drier, thinner, and fine lines and
wrinkles begin to appear. It gradually loses
its fresh, resilient, youthful look.
Redken researchers have developed a
revolutionary new Cellular Skin Care System that quickly penetrates through the
many surface layers of the skin to help
stimulate the natural cell renewal process.
In addition, this simple two-step treatment
provides a nurturing environment that improves the Natural Moisturizing Factors
within the skin. The result-skin becomes
smooth, revitalized, free of roughness and
flaking, fine lines ana wrinkles caused by
dryness disappear. Skin looks, feels and
acts younger.
This revolutionary new 2-step Redken
system represents a remarkable breakthrough in beauty care and will be available in Redken Salons in the very near future.

MEN'S TUXES. SUITS. OVERCOATS
BABY ITEMS
and much more...
FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL 362-4101 OH 352-4143
N£W HOURS
MQN.WED.FRI 8 8 JUES *THURS 8 8 SAT 8 3

2207 River Rd. MAUMEE
WED., FRI.1-5. THURS.1-8.SAT. 10-4
f
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is offering

1

ONE PAD

OFF

WATERCOLOR
DRAWING PAPER

12 « 16 or l«rg»r-llmlt on* par coupon
-ALSO-

Live

MR. BOIANGLES Today

Rock n- ROII

H«J„HJ«B

Band This Week -High St.

OIL PAINTING

FREE unpnm.d CANVAS

BREAD BAKING CLASSES
starting

WITH PURCHASE ANY SIZE
•AM Ot STRETCHERS - NO LIMIT

QALLIRY THRU
19 N. RIVER RO., WATERVIILE

""»>

Expires Nov. 14, 1981

WEEKEND SPECIAL

NOVEMBER 11
Call now
to sign up!
NATDtAl

rooosTOM

134 E COURT. 3520238

$1.50 OFF

THURSFRI-SAT

HOCKEY!
FRIDAY OCT.30 7:30p.m.
VS. MICHIGAN STATE

Any large pizza
with two or nor* items

BLOUSES
entire stock

20%- 50%off
Oxfords
button down-round collars
asst' solid colors

20%off
l^p'jSOpG'llOa

Prints, plaids, stripes
cotton-polyester

25%off

Dressy Blouses
white,cream, solid colors,
polyester-georgettes

20%off

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES DEC. 31.1981

Extra Special

352-5166
i COUPON"

"2 for
One"
group

FANS NEEDED
FOR
CARD SECTION
If Interested In Becoming
Part of the Falcon Card Section,
Meet Behind Kohl Hall This Saturday at Noon.

"KENT STATE WILL
FEEL THE HEAT"

Buy a blouse from this group at regular
price-choose second one (same price or less)
FREE
over 125 blouses in this group
Check all our Fall Reductions
FORMER BGSU COACH RON MASON RETURNS
TO FALCON COUNTRY AS COACH OF THE
MSU SPARTANS. BE ON HAND AS THE
FALCONS OPEN CCHA ACTION AGAINST ONE
OF THE NEW LEAGUE TEAMS.

DL Ponder Puff

525 gulp St.

* TW K, N«wi Octctor », IM1

Sports—
Dodgers pummel Yankees to win World Series
NEW YORK (AP) - Pedro Guerrero drove in five runs with a
home run, a triple and a single as
Los Angeles defeated the New
York Yankees, 9-2, in Game 6 last
night, giving the never-say-die
Dodgers their fifth World Series
title.
They won it in four straight
games, dropping the first two in
Yankee Stadium before winning
three at home and the final game
in New York.
In keeping with what they had
done in the first two stages of the
1981 postseason, the Dodgers
scratched and clawed their way to
their first world title in 16 years
and their first over the Yankees
since 1963.
The 1981 World Series was one
of tradition and contrasts. The
two teams have met in World
Series competition 11 times-more
often than any other two teams.

Yet, the final Dodger victory
culminated a baseball campaign
that could not have broken further
from tradition.
AFTER A SEASON shortened
and torn in half by baseball's first
midseason strike, and following a
playoff format that included unprecedented
divisional
showdowns, the Series produced
its special memories.
The most memorable may turn
out to be the decision to pinch-hit
for Yankee starter Tommy John
in the New York fourth with the
score tied 1-1. The Dodgers promptly jumped on reliever George
Frazier for three runs in the fifth
and Los Angeles went on to score
four more in the sixth.
As the Series unwound, it was
two aging teams battling, perhaps
for one last chance at World
Series glory. The glory went to the
Dodgers, owned by quiet, refined

Peter O'Malley, and the Yankees,
who had been openly criticized
throughout the season by their
bombastic owner George Steinbrenner, were denied their 23rd
World Series championship.
By the end of the game, Yankee
Stadium, which had held 56,513,
was half-empty and nearly silent
in shock. The Dodgers raced onto
the field after the final out, but
quickly retreated as dozens of
fans poured out of the stands.
Ron Cey, who was beaned in
Game 5, drove in the go-ahead run
in the fifth inning with a single
and Guerrero pounded home two
more with a triple to the wall in
the deepest part of the stadium,
about 430 feet from home plate
CEY LEFT THE game for a
pinch-hitter in the next inning,
suffering from the effects of the
beanball. He had been hit on the
batting helmet above the left ear.

Dave Lopes led off the fifth with
a ground single between third
baseman Graig Nettles, also playing despite an injury, and shortstop Larry Milbourne. Bill Russell
sacrificed Lopes to second and,
one out later, Cey strode to the
plate.
"The Penguin" hit a bouncer up
the middle that eluded second
baseman Willie Randolph and the
Dodgers led 2-1. A bloop single
over the middle by Dusty Baker
sent Cey to third and Guerrero hit
the first pitch from reliever
George Frazier for his two-run triple.
The inning made a loser of
Frazier for the third time in the
Series, breaking a World Series
mark for six and seven game
Series'.
, ,
THE DODGERS ended all
doubts that New York's
tumultuous season was over in the

four-run sixth, sending 10 men to
the plate.
After striking out Yeager,
reliever Ron Davis, who started
the inning, walked Hooton and
Lopes. Russell's seeing-eye single
between Nettles and Milbourne
sent Hooton home and chased
Davis in favor of Rick Reuschel,
who had started and lost Game 4
in Los Angeles. On Reuschel's 0-1
pitch to Steve Garvey, Lopes and
Russell executed a double steal.
Reuschel walked Garvey intentionally to load the bases and Derrel Thomas came into hit for Cey,
who complained of wooziness.
Thomas hit a grounder to Nettles' right at third. As Nettles
fielded the ball, he stumbled over
the bag and Russell was out, but
Nettles' throw to first was late,
and Lopes scored the second run
of the inning.

Baker then hit a sharp onehopper to Nettles, who bobbled
the ball for an error, and the bases
were loaded for Guerrero. Guerrero hit Reuschel's first pitch into
left-center field, scoring Garvey
and Thomas, and giving the
Dodgers an 8-1 lead.
Hooton had been the champion
during all the Dodgers' adversity,
and now he had his chance to
finally end it.
The loser in Game 2 to John,
Hooton worked 5 M> innings last
night, giving up a homer to Randolph in the third and a run in the
sixth before leaving in favor of
Steve Howe. He yielded five hits
and five walks, two intentionally,
but held the Yankees in check.
He had waited an extra day for
his final appearance of 1981
because of a rainout on Tuesday
night, giving him six days rest
between starts.

Falcon spikers break losing
string by stopping Kent State
THE SECOND TIME-OUT seemed to return the
momentum to the Falcons, and they rallied to a 1412, game point lead. But two missed spikes by BG's
Dawn Pemberton enabled KSU to tie the score at 14
Bowling Green's volleyball team broke a four- and a Falcon error and a KSU spike gave the Lady
game losing streak last night in Anderson Arena, Flashes a 16-14 win.
as the Falcons defeated Kent State in five hard"We were not reacting to the ball off the block
fought games.
Things did not look good for the Falcons in the and not going to the floor well in the beginning,"
fifth and deciding game when BG spotted the Lady Haines said.
The second game was similar to the first, but
Flashes seven points at the start. BG's first point
came on a Debbie Snow spike and from there, the with opposite results. KSU took the lead early,
withstood one BG rally, and then regained the lead
Falcons started to roll.
at 9-8.
BG quickly reeled off seven straight points of its
The Falcons rallied again, however, and rode the
own and tied the game at seven apiece. Soon, it momentum of the second rally to a 15-12 victory.
turned into a see-saw battle and the Falcons forged
a slim 12-9 lead.
Outstanding serves by Kathy Trego, along with
From there on in, BG did not yield another point some fine setting by Cathy Lyons, which controlled
and took the game, 15-9, as well as the match.
play, were the big factors in the game, according to
Haines.
THE WIN UPPED BG's record to 8-21 on the
season and dropped KSU's record to 12-16.
The Falcons dominated the third game witn ex"Great play off the bench helped considerably, cellent hitting from the whole team. BG carried the
especially from Debbie Snow," BG coach Sandy momentum throughout the entire game, with the
Haines said. "Kent State had good offensive Lady Flashes helping the cause by committing freserves, and that was what kept them in the match." quent errors. KSU was able to score just five points
in the 15-5 defeat.
In the first four games of the match, the two
The fourth game resembled the previous game,
teams traded a pair of close, hard-fought games, as
but with the Falcons falling on the short end of the
well as a pair of runaways.
In game one, the Falcons jumped out to a 4-0 15-5 score. This time, the errors belonged to BG and
lead, but could not hold on and fell behind, 7-4, the momentum to the Lady Flashes.
Last night's contest was the final home game for
before Haines called a time-out. Some key spikes
put the Falcons back in the game, down just 9-8, the Falcons, with just three games left in their
disappointing season.
before another BG time-out.
by Marc Delph
News reporter

still photo by Dili Omori

Two BG spikers leap In an attempt to block a Kent State shot, last night, in Anderson Arena. The Falcons defeated the Lady Flashes tor their eighth win ot the season.

We beef up
our subs
every day!

"Find It At Finders"
"Your Record Library"
BEST SELECTION
QBEAIPRICES!
...Take advantage of our

$1 TRADE-OFF!

Delicious roast beef subs—one of
Pogliai's trademarks. Hot, crusty buns
jampacked with hot roast beef. Try it
with cheese, onions & horseradish sauce—
or any way you like. Regular or king size.
Enjoy one today!

FOR EACH ALBUM OR TAPE YOU BRING. IN FOR TRADE,
WE'LL TAKE $1 OFF ANY REGULARLY PRICED ALBUM OR
TAPE IN OUR STOCK.
Buy one - trade one, buy 2 - trade 2,...etc.
Trade-ins must be in good condition.
Sale items and used items excluded (rom offer.

Pdgliars

CARD SECTION
THANKS FOR
ALL YOUR WORK
THE BQSU ATHLETIC DEPT
**»>*—»****»***********************+,******»*********

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

"Offer Good Thru Oct. 31.1981"

EAST 11A.M.-12P.M.SUN-THURS SOUTH
440 E. Court 11 A.M.-i A.M. FRI-SAT945 S. Main
352 1596

3527571

MIKE

ED

Halloween Party
Saturday
Live Music

6552193

COME IN • RELAX • ENJOY

TAVERN
809 8. MAIN BOWLING GREEN
2 POOL TABLES. BHUFFLESOARD, ELECTRONIC GAMES. PtMBALL

FROSTY

LINDA
-AA.

Drookdale Stables
Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon ftd.
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds.

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for'
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

Same Day Service
Often Available - Phone First

352-703I
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Living/Arts
Pet cemeteries offer comfort

Death doesn't end obligations, owners say
by Marie Cbterino
News staff reporter
A rustic wooden fence surrounds a
green, grassy area that at first glance
resembles a farmhouse backyard.
On one side of the fence, a
harvest-brown field of corn stalks
crackle as the country air swirls in
between the stalks. On the other, the
view is a flat stretch of farmland fields
filled with grazing amber-colored cows
and woolly sheep.
The feeling is serene and peaceful
and yet lonely ~ a lineliness reinforced
by the rectangular dirt plots adjacent
to one side of the fence.
On this little acre of farmyard lie
the remains of about 37 dogs or cats
who were buried here by their
families.
A WINDING DRIVEWAY leads
back to the Pet Haven Cemetery, a
memorial country garden whose existence has given peace and contentment
to those families who find comfort in
burying their pets in an outdoor,
carefully tended place.
The idea of burying a deceased
animal in a cemetery is not new, nor is
it considered silly or outlandish.
Carol Menough, owner of Pet
Holiday Center, which is both an
animal kennel care center and cemetery, explains that the needs of families
of deceased pets vary. For this reason,
services are tailored to meet the specific
financial and emotional needs of the
family.
"EVERYONE loves their pets whether they're wealthy or of modest
needs," she says. "We're here to
provide a quiet place, a country
environment and a clean place where
you can bury your pet if you need that
service."
Many families falsely assume the vet
will take care of burial or cremation
and she receives phone calls from those
who aren't aware of alternatives.
"I guess I'm glad we're able to
provide a service," she said. "The vets
are in the business of restoring life and
are not always able to provide burial
service. With burial restrictions in
cities and towns, many find it necessary to bury out here in the country, if
they choose to bury their pet."
There is no size limit on the animal.
Prices will vary, however, for animals
requiring larger graves such as horses
or cows.

have any way of granting immortality,
I'm only sorry there has to be death."
ORDERS FOR CASKETS and other
services provided, including pick-up
from the veterinarian, cremation and
purchases of urns for the ashes are on
the increase.
Several variations of caskets are
offered ranging from a simple corregated cardboard box for about $10 to
a fancy casket suited for an infant or
child for more than $150.
Some people would rather their pets
be returned to the earth naturally /she
said. Therefore, a cardboard box fills
their needs. Others, however, find a
fancy air and water tight model is more
suitable.
"The sad part of the business that's
especially hard is when you've known
the family for a long time. The point is
the family does feel some responsibility
to their pet to the end and dying."
On display in the little office to the
rear of the Holiday Center, the caskets
come in several different colors with
either no cushioned materials on the
inside or a lining of a silky material
with ruffled lacy edges and a rosette
decal embroidered on the blanket arid
pillow.
AVAILABLE ALSO are a variety of
urns including a small plastic square
box for under $10 to a stainless steel
bronze urn for about $75.
Smaller caskets for gerbils, rabbits,
parrots or other little animals are sold.
Sometimes it is important for a
family to purchase some kind of burial
container to place the animal in before
putting it under the ground. This way,
children experiencing their first encounter with death might be able to
understand and perhaps cope with
death easier in their future lives,
Menough said.
Providing services for families who
need it is important to Menough who
realizes the job she does is not easy.
"The sad part of the business that's
especially hard is when you've known
the family for a long time. The point is
the family does feel some responsibility
to their pet to the end and dying."

"PEOPLE FEEL the responsibility
to take care of it. I have had some
people whose dog has been a companion for 15 to 16 years who want to have
it buried on their plot in the human
cemetery.
She has seen a lot of sadness.
It is not uncommon for family
members or individuals to be emotionSADDENED and grieving at the loss ally broken up by the loss of their pet.
of what is usually considered a loved
Circumstances of death often play a
family member, many turn to Pet part in how much grieving usually
Haven services.
follows, she says. Generally, if a pet is
Part of the reason more people are young and enjoyed a great deal by its
choosing to formally bury or cremate family and gets cancer or dies some
their pets, is that they are feeling a other way, the loss can be tragic and
greater responsibility in taking care of difficult to deal with.
their animal from the beginning to the
end, she says.
UPSET WITH the media's tendenStarting out in the business was not cies to sensationalize family stories on
easy, Menough says. She expanded pet cemeteries, Menough believes those
limited burial and referral services to a who find the idea silly are the ones who
cemetery and casket distributor when have never experienced the loss of a
orders began increasing in popularity. loved animal.
"It was hard when I first started. I
She wants individuals who seek her
wish it didn't happen. Since I don't
continued on page 9

Carol Menough, owner of Pel Holiday Center, explains the services of the pet cemetery after placing a basket of plastic flowers
on a pet's grave.

Goblins, ghosts
Things go bump in night in city buildings
by Douglas Milbrodt
News reporter
The dead tree branch scratches and
scrapes on the window pane beckoning
someone to answer.
But no one is home. No one has been
home for years. Only mice and
squirrels patter up and down the
creaky old stairs. Except - when the
moon is full someone else is home.
But, no one knows who.
A GHOST. Maybe. But it's probably just another mouse running up the
stairs.
Archivist for the Wood County
Historical Museum, Lyle Fletcher, said
many old houses get the reputation of
being haunted simply because of the
atmosphere surrounding the house.
Fletcher said Wood County had
several haunted houses around the
turn of the century. All were hotels and
burned to the ground more than sixty

years ago.
One hotel was rumored to have been
haunted by the ghost of a man killed in
a bar fight in the 19th century. The
others were said to be haunted because
they fit the mold of a ghost-infested
house. Ancient, spacious and empty
buildings fit everyone's conception of a
haunted house, said Fletcher.
A GOOD EXAMPLE of a building
with a spooky atmosphere is the Wood
County Historical Museum.
This museum was formerly the
County Infirmary and was closed
down in 1970 when the county opened
a new home. For two years the building
stood empty, but not deserted, as it
lured people, mainly kids, from all
over Ohio and neighboring states.
"The museum is a very large and
rambling structure with stairwells scattered throughout the building," Fletcher said. "At night it can be extremely
spooky, more so when it was abandoned. Even now you'll hear odd
noises and weird sounds in the dark.

"But those creaks and eerie groans presence of a ghost in the house while
aren't caused by ghosts, they're really they were visiting the University. They
just natural sounds like the wind said it was a benevolent ghost with a
blowing through an open window or fetish for mirrors. Two mirrors have
the woodwork either expanding or been shattered in the house without
any apparent reason.
contracting in the walls."
According to an article in the News
Fletcher also said abandoned buildings attract creatures such as mice, two years ago, several girls who lived in
raccoons and birds which account for the house mentioned that there had
been other strange occurrences such as
many seemingly unnatural sounds.
"I kind of scoff at the notion of silent stereos suddenly blasting out
ghosts," said Fletcher. "There is music and books being thrust away
usually an explanation for phenomena from shelves.
Since then Amanda has settled
like this. One just has to look hard
down. The girls who now live in the
enough."
WHILE THE UNIVERSITY does Chi Omega house say nothing out of
not have any abandoned buildings with the ordinary has taken place there for
a ghostly atmosphere, it does have its .awhile.
Legend has it that two other ghosts
share of ghost stories.
In the 1950s, Amanda was pledging roam the campus. One is the spirit of a
the Chi Omega sorority house when deceased actor who haunts the rafters
she was killed in a car/train accident. of the theater in University Hall. The
Since then she has supposedly haunted other is said to lurk on the second floor
of Shatzel Hall. A suicide hanging took
the Chi Omega house.
Three years ago Demonologists Ed place on that floor when it was still a
and Lorraine Warren confirmed the dormitory.
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Owners pamper pets

GOT/
A woodman lunges out with an axe
in his arms. Werewolves lurk in the
darkness waiting to pounce on wandering victims. A mad scientist stands at
the operating table, dissecting a body.
These monsters may look and sound
real, but they are actually members of
the Bowling Green Jaycees, who are
sponsoring a Haunted House at 1044
N. Main St. this weekend.
"We've already in our first weekend
put through approximately 1,000
people," Frank Zarzour, president of
the Jaycees, said.
Tau Kappa Alpha fraternity and
Kappa Delta sorority are helping the
Jaycees by working as monsters at the
House, Srzour said.
Admission is $2, and Zhrzour said
coupons good for 50 cents off the
admission price can be obtained from
restaurants in town.
Hours for the Jaycees Haunted
House are 7 p.m. until midnight,
Friday and Saturday.

Outdoor

RE-ELECT

by Kathleen Koshar
News staff reporter

that dressing animals will not hurt
them.

Pampering pets is a profitable
profession, for both the producer of
such exotic pet paraphenalia as pooch
boots and parkas and the owner who
can proudly display his beloved as the
most comfortable pet on the block.
There is no reason for the modern
pet to go without the essentials that
most humans enjoy from cologne to
Christmas stockings because there are
not uncommon items in today's pet
shops.
Nancy Sanders has been in the pet
business for 20 years and she has
noticed several changes in the industry.
People today are giving their pets more
than just dinner, she said, and that
includes toys, clothing, beds, goodies
and even Halloween costumes.
Sanders said she knows of customers
who will buy a child's Halloween
costume and modify it somehow to fit
their dogs.
"A dog will either go along with it or
he won't. He'll eat it in two minutes if
he doesn't like it," she said, adding

WHEN THE DOG was taken out of
the back yard and brought into the
house and made part of the family is
when people started pampering their
pets with special apparel.
Sanders sells a variety of dog clothes
including latex boots that mix and
match with raincoats and special
britches for female dogs in heat. Hats
are not popular items, Sanders explained, because the parka and snowmobile
suits have hoods attached to them.
About the best pampering a fish
owner can provide is keeping the fish
alive, according to Chris Crosts, an
employee at Northwood Aquarium in
Toledo.
Anything pet owners buy to don fish
tanks is actually for the owner's
pleasure, not the fish.
But there is a variety of aquarium
decorations available including miniature treasure chests, imitation driftwood and ceramic Buddha statues,
turtles, frogs, lighthouses and snails,
continued on pao» 9
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BRUCE H. BELLARD
3rd Ward Councilman

Thiiis., Oct. 29 & Fri., Oct. 30.

COMMUNITY SMVKf - FAST AND PKBtMT
Member • Mayor's little Hoover Commit***. 1966
Organized - Wood County Safety Council. 1967
fan Pre»ident LI. Governor - Kiwanii
Pott President Wood County Heart Association
Currently serving 10th year Board of Directors
American Heort Association. N.W. Ohio Branch
Member Wood County Airport Authority
Member Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
Member Mayor's Senior Citizens Advisory Council

Bettard, for continued good government in the Third Ward
PolHteol Advertisement — tellerd for Council Don A. Cunningham chairman. 610 Kenwood. Bowling Green.

From 3:30 to 5:30
On The Green In Front Of Prout Chapel
No Appointment Necessary
You Will Receive Two Sets Of
Proofs, One For You And One Mailed
To Your Parents.
If You Like, Bring A Friend!

R.A.'s and Hall Directors

Mike Fruland at 354 1919

I Bruce Heflin, Photographer
* * * * * #*** * * * ** * * #* * * * * * * * * **
*
*

Block Buster Discounts
Compact Clock Radio

*
*
*
*
*
*

Alpha Gamma Delta
welcomes our new initiates:
Mary Moran
Kimber Hall
Tina Yannon
Cecelia Richardson
Nancy Mullen
Alanna Cummins

Kathy Leibig
Pam Basta
Kathryn Davis
Harriet Harlchozky
Christie Herlihy
Melissa Schobeloch

*
*
*
*
*

Deb Kajfez

*
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$32.94
7-4651
R«g. 42.94
FM AM Electronic Digital Clock Radio
Durable vinyl
with knit rayon foam lining.
Black or brown
Sizes S.M.L XI

C«M Weitttor necessity!
WOMEN'S KNIT WOVE $
Worm 100'/. acrylic
knit in populor
solid colors
One
size strelch lit.

1

46

BOWLING GREEN JAYCEES

Deluxe electronic clock features with pushbutton controls
and blue fluorescent time display Contemporary styling in
Walnut grain finish on polystyrene Wake-to-Music or Waketo-Alarm Snooz-Alarnv clock control. One hour sleep switch
24-hour Wake-up system Adjustable, gentle electronic tone
alarm Adjustable clock brightness 314" dynamic speaker
Lighted slide-rule dial Built-in AFC on FM

GE brings good things to life.

ttt GULAR $2.M

10 GALLON WOODGRAIN
AQUARIUM & KIT

SAVE 50*
OH Req. Admission — Pay Only $1.50
OLD KROGER STORE
N.MAIN ST. BG
OCT. 23 & 24 and 30 & 31
7-MIDNIGHT

JOE IS
INVOLVED...
In addition to Joe's involvement in the United
Way campaign, he has
been a member and past
president of the Board of
Trustees for the Wood
County Human Services
(The Link); and a former
member of the Voluntary
Action Committee Board
of Trustees.

■RE-ELECTJOSEPH

CORRAL
FIRST WARD COUNCILMAN
CORRAL FOR COUNCIL
ALVIN L PERKINS CHAIRMAN
201 E RE ED ST

Political Advertisement

PATRICK NG

Pronounced "Eng"

Democrat

• Leadership & Involvement of Students
in Bowling Green City Affairs
• A Liason for Problems of 2nd Ward Students

"Ng...Your Strong Voice On City Council"
He Knows His Job & The People He Is Privileged To Represent
Politic*! Advertisement

Citizen! lor Nq

Or Gary Hett. RoM Hett. Lewis Kremer

le?« Juniper Drive .Bowling Green. Ohio 4J402

e Enlarge City Housing Commission to Provide
More Student Representation in Housing Problems

NG
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Dr. Well-Be advises on eating
•w - ■

Dew Pr. Well-Be,
I recently started dating a girl who
has been my friend for a few yean.
Several people have told us we are
making a mistake. What do yon
think?
Signed,
More than a friend
Dear More,
Any time you enter a realtionship,
there is a chance that it will not work
out. You are fortunate that you
already have a friendship - the most
important aspect of the relationship.
However, you must remember not
to take advantage of your friendship. Keep your expectations in the
relationship at a level equal to those
of past relationships with someone
you had not previously known.
Being friends means you already
know each other's personalities.
You sense what the other person is
feeling without him or her having to
verbally express it, and you know
how to respond to these feelings.
The positive traits of your friendship will become the positive traits
of your new relationship. Should the
courtship not work, your past
friendship should help the two of
ycu to discontinue dating while still
remaining friends.

w ■—. m

^

Just remember, when all is said
and done, you will have learned
even more about your friend as well
as yourself.

doctors have warned against fad
diets and other starvation techniques
and explain the benefits of dieting
on a large variety of foods in smaller
quantities. In this way, we're not
continually hungry, and the weight
lost will stay off if we continue
Dear Dr. Well-Be,
eating right.
I eat in the cafeterias on campus
Adjusting to cafeteria food may
and continue to gain weight. Is be difficult, but it is possible. In
there any way I can eat healthy and order to become healthy, one has to
be satisfied without gaining weight? want to lose weight and be willing to
change his eating habits if he
continues to eat in the cafeterias.
Concerned
The Well can help students decide
Dear Concerned,
what foods will benefit them the
most, and also work out changes in
Your problem is a common one
the daily eating habits to suit the
among college students. The change
individual. There is also a pamphlet
from eating home-cooked meals to
that the cafeterias distribute, which
cafeteria food is a drastic one. Not
lists the foods prepared and the
only do you have to watch what you
amount of calories. It is possible to
eat, but also how often you eat and
cat in the cafeterias and be satisfied,
at what times. There are foods on
without putting on weight.
the cafeteria menu which can be
substituted for what you regularly
eat and let you maintain your
present weight or lose unwanted
pounds. For example, substituting a
salad for a roll and butter, or fruit
for desert instead of cookies, pie or
cake, can aid you in eating the
healthy way while slimming down.
sponsored by The Well
Often, our eating habits as well as
the amount of food we eat can be
blamed for weight gain. Most

Dr. Well-Be

The BG News
Bowling Green's Only
Morning Daily

THREE DAY
WELLNESS RETREAT
Sponsored by the Ohio Health
Network at the Burr
Oak State Lodge near
Athens Ohio, November 6,
7,8,. $65 Fee Includes
Lodging and Meals. No Extra Costs.

services to know that it is neither
ridiculous or unusual to have such
feelings for an animal.
"One of the things I like to do is let
people who come here know this
problem is shared by more people than
themselves," she said. "They need to
know where to go, what are their
choices and that somebody else shares
their feelings."
The cost of a plot is about $75.
Markers with the pet's name and a
small epitaph can be purchases for $45.
FINAL TRIBUTES that are lettered

Pets

CROSTS SAID some rock formations that have openings can relieve
tension by providing a place for the
fish to hide, but basically they are
bought at the preference of the owner.
The Hutch Pet and Saddle Shop,
Bowling Green, sells a psychedelic
wheel that is attached to a fish tank air
pump that provides moving color
schemes in the water. Employee Jana

Lee said there are also signs available
for tanks that express such sentiments
as "No Littering."
Attractive dogs are the norm at the
Clipjoint in Toledo, a pet grooming
center. Groomer Sharon Hill said the
majority of her customers are poodles
who have little to say about their
haircuts because owners pick the
design.

DIM THE
FLASHES
ON SATURDAY

■AIL UTILITIES INCLUDED
EXCEPT LIGHTS

CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA
Newly remodeled
featuring
exercise equipment,
indoor heated pool,
sauna, & whirlpool.
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STUDENT
BODY
CONSTITUTION

BEGONIAS, marigolds and carnations adorn several of the graves.
Pet cemeteries have been around for
centuries and are prevalent and most
popular in Eurpoe, she says. Some pet
owners have paid Into the thousands of
dollars for marble statues and headstones or just to be buried with their
pet.
The death of a pet has become a
serious matter, recognized as an intense emotional experience at times,
she says.

from page 8

TWO BEDROOM APTS
-S25O.0O-FURNISHED

1981

Fly through
the clouds...
go

on small markers distinguish one pet
from the next.
Some chose sentimentality; "Gus,
How can you mend a broken heart?"
"Candy, one of the family." "Sugar
Eide, we love you." "Michelle Tucker,
our baby."
Outside a woman carefully steps
across the muddy plots dampened
from the previous night's rainfall.
Sho shovels out a scoop of dirt and
places a bright arrangement of yellow
mums on top of a grave. There is a
moment of silence not accompanied by
smiles.

83S High St.
352 9376

Although it is not painful, most dogs
do not like a trip to the beauty salon
Hill said, because "it is like leaving the
kid at the sitter. If it was up to (the
dog) they wouldn't come."
DECORATING DOGS is another of
Hill's duties. She finishes the beauty
treatment with red, blue, pink, green
and even purple nail polish with
coordinating ribbons.

MEADOWVIEW COURT
^APARTMENTS V, S*

^o*4

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE

2 Bedroom Apts. 1 Bedroom Apts. Efficiencies
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED

• all utilities included
except lights
• laundry facilities
available
214 Napoleon 352-1195

• gas heat
• swimming pool
• party room
• game room
• sauna

It's

PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS

STUDENT
BODY WEEK

Learn About the WHOLE
HEALTH IN WELLNESS.
Contact Whole Health
Institutes. Phone 352-8777
To Register

Cemetery^

HOT CIDER AND DOUGHNUT SALE
-----

October 29,30, and 31
11-3 p.m.
U.NJQH0VAU

PERRY FIELD IS
THE PLACE TO BE
ON SATURDAY!

SOARING
Sunday, Nov 8
9-4PM

Cost: $25
Sign up now in the UAO Office
DEADLINE WED. NOV. 4

MINORITY STUDENTS
interested in attending

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL
(among the country's finest law schools)
meet and talk with minority
law student representative
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30,1981
1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
ih
THE AMANI

THE BEST FANS
IN THE MAC
ARE IN BG!
THECOMMAND

A TWGA—BSU PROGRAM
THURSDAY NIGHT IS
STUDENT NIGHT!!'

CINEMA I&2

smB§tflS-x.y*y_
FAYE
AYE DCJNAU
DUNAWAY

AT7:30 + 9:45PM'

CARBON
COPV
AT7:30 +9:15 PM1

fR&ms&F

ALL SEATS ANYTIME

MEL BROOKS'
HISTORY OF
THE WORLD _
PARTI
I
At7:30 +9:15 PM
tOMINO ATTRACTIONS: "PATERNITY"
ONLY WHEN I LAUGH." "RAGGEDYMAN,

STUDENTS SAVF 10 per cent on any hairetyfing
service For example, haircuts just $7 20
shampoo $1 80 blow-dry styling only S3.60
Open weekdays 10-9. Saturday 9-7, and
Sundav 12 S
Appointments never needed, but recommended
tor perms 4 coloring
«
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Command I'crfomiancc
HJURSTYLmCFORMOIUm WOMB*
1073 N. Main Straat 352-6516
(Batwaan Statt Liquor Slora A MnJt 'a-Aroo«r
'981 f.'Slinie;n*lona.SafvtcasCorpo'aion

Give That Student a Blue RUm!

C1981 Pobst Brewing Company, Milwoukee. Wisconsin and other cities.
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Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
IS PROUD TO PRESENT ITS
1981 FALL PLEDGE CLASS
GREGALLGAIR
PHILBABUDER
RICH BIALOBRZESKI
TOBEYCAUFFIEL
RICQUE DEWALD
TOMFERRITTO
BRAD HAJOST
DAVE JACKSON
SCOTT KRAMER

SCOTT MESEL
JOE POLO
BOB RINICELLA
TODD RUPPELI
BILL STUART
JEFF TENNANT
ERIC TREEND
BRETT VARNER
JIM ZOLDAK

presents

BGSU Jazz Symposium '81
LECTURE TONIGHT!!

JOHN COLTRANE: THE MAN
AND HIS MUSIC
presented by Andrew White
8:00 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

f The Source •
.our

Halloween Headquarters '

Admission is Free!!
BGSU Jazz Symposium '81 is presented by
The Bowling Green State University Minority Faculty Program.
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Michael Spiro

CARING
CONCERNED
CONSCIENTIOUS

guitarist, singer, songwriter
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW
NIGHT
8:00-11:00 p.m.
Sidedoor Union

Re-elect \lc(.innis-4th Ward
UcGlnnls tor Council 819 Jettenon Dr. Political Adverllaemtnt.

Admission $1:00
Open to all

HE-ELECT

Joyce Kepke
COUNCIL-AT-LARGE
BOWLING GREEN DEMOCRAT

S4e 6 Sinned
Octn (fatfcdeHce

Joyce Kepke
STANDS FOR:
- Increasing Informed Citizen Participation - Budgeting based on Sound Planning - A Well-Balanced Recreation Program for all Ages - Healthy Neighborhoods, Business and Industry -

IlllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllU
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MERRY Avenue Apts.

Frazee Avenue Apts.
624,656,670 Frazee
Features:

516 E. Merry
Features:
2 bedroom, furn apts.

2 bedroom apts.

2 full baths

2 full baths

dish washer
across from the "Towers"
less than 3

yrs. old

$564/sem./4 man —elec.
$752/sem./3 man — elec.

mmi^llllllllilllillllllllllllllKIMHMHBHM

FIELD MANOR
542-560
Features:
Brand new apts
dormer style bedrooms
2 full baths
1 % block from campus

across from Universtiy
tennis courts

$475.00 — elec.

1Vi blk. from campus

9Vi month lease

$425 — elec.
12 month lease

$425.00 — elec.
12 month lease

LEASING FOR FAL.L 1982
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

•2^7

3520717

MAUER-GREEN RENTALS
STREET
Bowling Green, OH 43402

224 E

WOOSTER

Prices subject to change.

EDUCATION:
Otterbein College Graduate
WORK EXPERIENCE:
- Retail Clerk, Secretary
- Junior High Science Teacher
- Continuing Education Director, Owens Technical Col.
- Program Developer, SAGE Coordinator, Center for
Continued Learning, Bowling Green State University
- Presently Director of Evening Credit Program, Bowling
Green State University.
COMMUNITY SERVICE:
- 1st Presbyterian Church - choir, past Church school
teacher and officer of Women's Association
- Former Girl Scout Leader for four years, Troop #613
- Advisory Board for Center for Continued Learning
- Manpower Advisory Board, WSOS
FAMILY:
Husband Allen; son Mark, age 18, at BGSU; daughters
Kathryn and Karen, age 15, sophomores at BGHS.
GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE:
- Member of City Council for four years; committee
experience: Chair of Finance - no increases in taxes for
BG citizens and no lay-offs; Past Chair of Intergovernmental Relations - appointment of diverse citizenry to
city boards, cooperation between City and BGSU;
Public Lands and Buildings - improved court facilities;
Parks and Recreation Board - year-round programs for
all ages; Public Utilities - sewer improvements city wide;
Parking and Traffic - East Wooster widening; Industrial
Development - new and expanded industries in BG;
Senior Citizen Board - completion of senior citizen
center.
- League of Women Voters - State Board, Local
President, Voters Service, responsible for candidates
meetings and forums on governmental issues.
PAIO FOR 1Y KEWte FO« COUNCH:
ShallahM Fulton. Chairman
Kannath M Rotrvocfc. Tmasurtr
330 blgnam Una. Bowling Graan. Ohio 43402

